Latin 2 Honors Summer Work

Decline the following nouns in the singular and plural for the Nominative, Dative, Accusative and Ablative cases.

1st Declension nouns- ancilla, via, poeta
2nd Declension nouns- amicus, servus, puer
3rd Declension nouns- canis, rex, mater

Conjugate the following verbs in the singular and plural for the Present, Imperfect, Perfect and Pluperfect tenses.

1st conjugation- amo, amare, amavi, amatus & laudo, laudare, laudavi, laudatus
2nd conjugation- habeo, habere, habui, habitus & doceo, docere, docui, doctus
3rd conjugation- dico, dicere, dixi, dictus & facio, facere, feci, factus
4th conjugation- audio, audire, audivi, auditus & fastidio, fastidire, fastivi,fastidious

Go to https://www.na4.cambridgescp.com/online-resources once you’re there, select unit 1 or 2. You have to do the vocabulary tester for the checklist words for stages 1-16. Once you’ve completed, and gotten them all correct, take a screen shot. You must present each screen shot to me on the first day of school next year.

You also have to review three articles in total form the various CULTURAL BACKGROUND sections from the various stages. Synopsis, what was interesting to you and why was it interesting to you, modern day comparison.
Latin 3 Honors Summer Work

Decline the following nouns in the singular and plural for the Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative and Ablative cases.

1st Declension nouns - ancilla, via, poeta
2nd Declension nouns - amicus, servus, puer
3rd Declension nouns - canis, rex, mater

Conjugate the following verbs in the singular and plural for the Present, Imperfect, Perfect and Pluperfect tenses for the Indicative. The Imperfect & Pluperfect for the Subjunctive.

1st conjugation - amo, amare, amavi, amatus & laudo, laudare, laudavi, laudatus
2nd conjugation - habeo, habere, habui, habitus & doceo, docere, docui, doctus
3rd conjugation - dico, dicere, dixi, dictus & facio, facere, feci, factus
4th conjugation - audio, audire, audivi, auditus & fastidio, fastidire, fastivi, fastidious

Go to [https://www.na4.cambridgescp.com/online-resources](https://www.na4.cambridgescp.com/online-resources) once you’re there, select unit 2 or 3. You have to do the vocabulary tester for the checklist words for stages 17-28. Once you’ve completed, and gotten them all correct, take a screen shot. You must present each screen shot to me on the first day of school next year.

You also have to review three articles in total from the various CULTURAL BACKGROUND sections from the various stages. Synopsis, what was interesting to you and why was it interesting to you, modern day comparison.
Latin 4 Honors Summer Work

Decline the following nouns in the singular and plural for the Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative and Ablative cases.

1st Declension nouns- ancilla, via, poeta
2nd Declension nouns- amicus, servus, puer
3rd Declension nouns- canis, rex, mater

Conjugate the following verbs in the singular and plural for the Present, Imperfect, Future, Perfect, Pluperfect and Future Perfect tenses for the Indicative. The Present, Imperfect, Perfect & Pluperfect for the Subjunctive.

1st conjugation- amo, amare, amavi, amatus & laudo, laudare, laudavi, laudatus
2nd conjugation- habeo, habere, habui, habitus & doceo, docere, docui, doctus
3rd conjugation- dico, dicere, dixi, dictus & facio, facere, feci, factus
4th conjugation- audio, audire, audivi, auditus & fastidio, fastidire, fastivi,fastidious

Go to https://www.na4.cambridgescp.com/online-resources once you’re there, select unit 3 or 4. You have to do the vocabulary tester for the checklist words for stages 29-41. Once you’ve completed, and gotten them all correct, take a screen shot. You must present each screen shot to me on the first day of school next year.

You also have to review three articles in total form the various CULTURAL BACKGROUND sections from the various stages. Synopsis, what was interesting to you and why was it interesting to you, modern day comparison.